
SPOTLIGHTS 
YOUR PRODUCT
Maximum Packaging Safety and Convenience

Skin Packaging concept
As a one-stop-shop supplier, we offer a complete port-
folio of bottom films specifically designed to meet the 
requirements of Skin lidding films. With these holistic 
packaging concepts, we enable our customers to achieve 
maximum process and packaging reliability.

Our Multi SV Skin can be combined with different bottom 
films: The offering ranges from transparent or opaque 
film solutions to paper fiber-based concepts: Ecopet is 
an APET-based rigid film, equipped with particularly good 
thermoforming properties.

Ecocraft Shape is a paper bottom web that can be ther-
moformed up to 15 mm. Ecocraft Skin is also paper  
fiber-based  and can be formed around the product du-
ring the packing process. 

The special feature of paper fiber-based bottom web: 
After removal of the product, the film can be separated 
from the paper fiber-based bottom web. In this way, the 
individual components can be fed into the respective 
recyclable material cycles.

Added Value
PACKAGING CONCEPT
Single source: System application  
consisting of top and bottom web

HIGH FLEXIBILITY 
Different packaging variants

HIGH PROCESS RELIABILITY 
Very good thermoforming and sealing beha-
vior for optimized productivity
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Thanks to different sealing systems, Skin films 
from SÜDPACK can also be sealed against mono 
bottom films that meet the requirements for  
recyclability.

The Product can be presented hanging, lying or  
standing.

Thanks to a maximum product protection, the 
innovative packaging concept is ideal for  
e-commerce. 

We enable an optimized packaging experience for 
the consumer through clean, consistent and easy 
opening behavior.

The SÜDPACK Skin packaging concept offers the 
best possible process and packaging security.

Advantages

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS

PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
Process-reliable processability on all standard skin 
thermoforming lines

SKIN PACKAGING CONCEPTS IN DETAIL

Multi SV Skin top web 75 µ, 100 µ, 125 µ, 150 µ

 
Combinable with the following Skin bottom webs

Ecopet (APET/EVOH) 250 µ - 450 µ 
 
 
 
 

Ecocraft Skin  400 g/m² + 40 µ 
 
 
 
 
 

Ecocraft Shape 326 g/m² 
 
 
 
 

 

Applies to all bottom webs

Sealing layer PE, peelable


